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Abstract— In high-efficiency video coding (HEVC), fractional
pixel motion compensation uses an 8-point filter and a 7-point
filter, based on the discrete cosine transform (DCT), for the 1/2pixel and 1/4-pixel interpolations, respectively. In this paper,
discrete sine transform (DST)-based interpolation filters (DSTIFs) and DCT-based interpolation filters (DCT-IFs) are proposed
for fractional pixel motion compensation. The DCT-IFs and
DST-IFs are applied to the block, coding tree unit (CTU), to
decide between DCT-IFs and DST-IFs in terms of rate-distortion
optimization (RDO) process. The block-based interpolation filter
method showed average Bjøntegaard Delta (BD)-rate reductions
of 0.8% and 0.7% in the random access (RA) and low delay B
(LDB) configurations, respectively, in HEVC, whereas BD-rate is
increased 0.6% in the low delay P (LDP) configuration.

In this paper, we proposed DST-IFs for fractional pixel
motion compensation in terms of coding efficiency
improvement. DCT-IFs[8] and DST-IF[9]s are applied to the
block, coding tree unit (CTU), to decide between DCT-IFs and
DST-IFs in terms of rate-distortion optimization (RDO)
process. The block-based interpolation filter method showed
average BD-rate reductions of 0.8% and 0.7% in the RA and
LDB configurations, respectively, in HEVC, whereas BD-rate
increment of 0.6% in the low delay P (LDP) configuration.
In this paper, block-based interpolation filter is presented in
HEVC. The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents
the detail of the proposed method, Section III presents
experimental results and Section VI concludes the paper.

Keywords— HEVC; DCT (discrete cosine transform); DST
(discrete sine transform)

I. INTRODUCTION
The
International
Telecommunication
Union
Telecommunication Standardization Sector-Video Coding
Expert Group (ITU-T VCEG) and the Moving Picture Expert
Group (ISO/IEC MPEG) organized the Joint Collaborative
Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC)[1], and they jointly
developed the next-generation video-coding standard
HEVC/H.265. In high-efficiency video coding (HEVC)[2], the
motion-compensated prediction (MCP) is a significant videocoding function. It reduces the amount of information which
should be transmitted to a decoder by using temporal
redundancy in video signals[3–6]. In the MCP, each prediction
unit (PU, block) in the encoder finds the best matching block
that has the least SAD (sum of absolute difference) from the
reference pictures in terms of the Lagrangian cost[7]. Using the
block, the motion vector that represents the movement from the
current block to the block is transmitted to the decoder with the
residual signals that are the difference signals between the
current block and the best matching block. Since the moving
objects between two pictures are continuous, it is difficult to
identify the actual motion vector in block-based motion
estimation. Hence, by utilizing fractional accuracy for motion
vectors instead of integer accuracy, the residual error is
decreased and coding efficiency of video compression is
increased. Therefore, the use of fractional pixels that have been
derived from an interpolation filter for motion-vector searches
can improve the precision of the MCP.
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II. PROPOSED METHODS
A. Discrete-sine Transform-based Interpolation Filters
The proposed DST-IF for HEVC can easily be designed
from the forward/inverse DST-VII. The DST-VII and inverse
DST-VII are defined as follows:
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where X(k) is the DST-VII coefficient and x(n) represents the
input pixels. The substitution of (1) into (2) results in the
following DST-IF equation:
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The DST-IF is derived from (3). For example, the 1/2-pixel
interpolation filter, when n = 3.5, in the 8-point DST (N = 8) is
derived as a linear combination of the sine coefficients and
x(m), m = 0, 1, …, 7. Similarly, the 1/4-pixel interpolation
filter, when n = 3.25, in the 7-point DST (N = 7) is derived as a
linear combination of the sine coefficients and x(m), m = 0, 1,
…, 6. Finally, the DST-IFs with the 1/2-pixel and 1/4-pixel
interpolations are shown in Table 2. The filter-coefficient order
of the 3/4-pixel interpolation filter is the reverse of the filtercoefficient order of the 1/4-pixel interpolation filter.

TABLE I.
Index i
half-pel filter[i]
1/4-pel filter[i]

DST-BASED INTERPOLATION FILTER COEFFICIENTS
0
-2
-2

1
6
5

2
-13
-11

3
41
58

4
41
18

5
-13
-6

6
6
2

complexity in RA configuration. On the other hand, we
experimented combining DCT-IFs and DST-IFs methods in
CU-level RDO process. The result of this method increased
bitrate because of the burden of the flag and also doubled
encoding time.
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Figure 1 is an example of the integer- and fractional-pixel
positions in the Luma motion compensation. In Figure 1, the
capital letters (A0 to A7) indicate the integer-pixel position, the
small letter b0 is the 1/2-pixel position, and a0 and c0 are the
1/4-pixel and 3/4-pixel positions, respectively. For example,
using the DCT-IF, the b0 and a0 are calculated from Table 1 as
follows:

TABLE II.
Classes

LDB (%)

LDP(%)

RA(%)

Kimono

0.4

0.9

0.6

ParkScene

0.1

0.7

0.2

BasketballDrill

-0.6

0.4

-0.1

BQMall

-0.5

0.6

-0.4

BasketballPass

-0.2

0.3

-0.3

BQSquare

-3.4

0.4

-4.7

Class B

0.3

0.8

0.4

Class C
Class D
All

-0.6
-1.8
-0.7

0.5
0.4
0.6

-0.3
-2.6
-0.8

C

b0  ((2)  A0  6  A1  (13)  A2  41 A3  41 A4
6

Sequences

B

Fig. 1. Fractional position in luma motion compensation
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where the computation of a0 is the same as that of b0 from
Table 1, the computation of c0 is in the order that is the reverse
of that of a0. The “>>” operation means the bit-wise shift right.
B. Block-based Interpolation Filter
DCT-IFs and DST-IFs are applied to the block, coding tree
unit (CTU). The proposed method is to compare between the
blocks applied DCT-IFs and DST-IFs in terms of BD-rate and
determine the least costed block. The decoder receives a flag
that which interpolation filter is applied to the block.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed DST-IF is implemented on the HM 16.6. The
experiments are performed according to the common test
conditions of the HM16.6 (HEVC reference SW). The
proposed method is applied to all frames when the QP values
are 22, 27, 32, and 37. The classes B, C, and D sequences are
tested. The class B, C, and D sequences have resolutions of
1080p, 832x480, and 416x240, respectively. Also, Table II
shows the experimental results of bitrate reduction for luma in
LDB, LDP, and RA, respectively. The number of frames tested
in each sequence is whole frames.
Table II shows the performance comparison of the
proposed method to HM 16.6 in terms of BD-rates. Although
the block-based interpolation filter has a burden of the flag per
CTU, the proposed method shows the average BD-rate
reductions of 0.8% and 0.7% in the RA and LDB
configurations. Especially for BQSquare which is one of the
sequence in Class C has a coding gains result up to 4.7% in the
RA configuration. Not only from RA also LDB configuration,
the proposed method brings 3.8% of coding gain in BQSquare.
However, the average BD-rate increment of 0.6% in LDP
configuration. The uni-directional prediction occurs negative
gains from applying DST-IFs. As a result, the coding gains of
the proposed method is significantly from bi-directional
prediction[8]. The proposed method, block-based interpolation
filter, shows an increment of 235% of computational

Averages

IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed the block-based interpolation
filter to yield bitrate reduction. The proposed method decides
whether to use the DST-IFs or DCT-IFs in CTU level. The
experimental results show that the proposed method achieves a
bit rate reduction of 0.8% and 0.7% in RA and LDB
configurations, respectively. The other method, BD-rate
increment of 0.6% in the LDP.
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